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The electronic properties of chains for constant chemical potential J-L composed of ions (U-sites) 
with strong correlations are discussed on the basis of numerical calculations. In this model, U
sites are sandwiched by ions without U called N-sites. We use exact diagonalization on these 
NNUUNN and NNUUUNN chains in grand canonical distribution. Here, the equilibrium number 
of electrons (Nez) and the equilibrium electron-addition spectrum expressed as (3. ((8N) 2 ) are 
discussed under the condition of constant temperature (3 and J-L· The latter spectrum reflecting 
the fluctuation of electron-number is related with the conductivity for these systems attached to 
electrodes with J-L· Furthermore, the hopping rates between left and right N-sites trough U-sites 
are obtained in calculation. The present discussion suggests that the single broad structure 
appears for the thermodynamic limit in the energy range from lower Hubbard levels and upper 
Hubbard levels. Such structure has quite characteristic features: they have characters both of 
strong correlation for many-body systems and simple metallic property for one-body systems. 
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§1. Introduction 
Quite recently, much attention has been paid 

to the report that the chain composed of several 
atoms had been skillfully synthesized. Thus, 
the fundamental problem for the attachment 
of such mesoscop1c systems to electrodes be
comes much important. l) In addition to this es
sential problem, unparalleled opportunity has 
been provided to study the relationship between 
the one-body picture for electrons and many
body effects, by recent extensive investigations 
on systems of quantum dots. In the last ten 
years, furthermore, we have had much discus
sion of the correlation between electrons on a 2-
dimensional lattice siteh which is made for the 
purpose of acquiring t e insight into the na
ture of the carriers responsible for supercon
ductivity in transition-metal oxide compounds. 
This is because the electronic properties of such 
dots and compounds are dominated by strong 
electron-electron correlations, as well as the one
body picture for an electrons. 

In these situations for the investigation of 
these materials, a detailed theoretical under
standing of models for strongly correlated sys
tems attached to electrodes is needed. 

The fundamental model expressing the strong 
local correlations is p;iven by the Hubbard 
Hamiltonian. In deed; we have had a lot of 
work on electronic properties in Hubbard chains 
where any site has the on-site correlation U 
under the condition of constant electron num
bers. In comparison with these many reports, 
the study on electronic properties for chains, 
which are composed by ions with and without 
U, attached to electrodes of the chemical po
tential J.L, has seemed to be less advanced, up 
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to now. Considering with transport properties 
which are detected by attaching the electrode 
with 11 to this mesoscopic systems, we need the 
study of these kinds of materials under the con
dition of constant J.L, nowadays. In other words, 
we should treat the grand canonical distribution 
instead of a canonical one. 

In this paper, we discuss, therefore, the elec
tronic properties of chains for constant J-L com
posed of ions (called U-sites) with strong cor
relations expressed b>.: Hubbard U, which are 
sandwiched by ions (N-sites) without U. We 
use exact diagonalization on this new model. 

Fig .1. The present model of the one-dimensional 
chain composed of the series of ions N-N-U-U
U-N-N, where N and U mean the sites of normal 
ions and characteristic ions with the on-site cor
relation expressed by Hubbard U, respectively. 
Here, this chain is treated as the grand canon
ical distribution with the chemical potential J.i. 
and temperature T. 
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It is the purpose of this paper to argue that 
the numerical study for this new model leads us 
the suggestion of the appearance of the anoma
lous electronic states which has the effect of 
strong correlation in spite of metallic transport 
features. 

§2. Model 
2.1 Chains 

As shown in Fig.1, the present model dis
cussed here is the one-dimensional chain com
posed of the series of ions N-N-U-U-N-N and 
N-N-U-U-U-N-N.2- 4) 

2.2 Hamiltonian 
Thus1 the present Hamiltonian is expressed as 

follows oy the U sites i = 3, 4, .... M- 2 and one
body electronic levels Ei of a single ion for N sites 
i=l,2,M-1,M: 

M-1 

'1J- t "' (At A + At A ) 
1 ~- - L-J CJ',uCf+l,u CJ'+1,,.Cf,u 

i'=l,u 

2 M 

+ 2: E(ni,u + L E{ni,u 

i=l,u i=M -1,u 

+nj,~ (1- nj,1)} 

M-2 u"' A A +2 L-J nj,tni,~· 
j=3 

In this Hamiltonian, the transfer energy ex
pressed by t is taken into account for nearest 
neighbors of ions. 

2. 3 Averaged electron number and its fluctua
tion for the grand canonical distri6ution 

Here, we treat the system whose electron 
number is fluctuated under the condition of con
stant chemical potenthal p,. In fact, we calculate 
the equilibrium number of electrons (N) and 
the equilibrium electron-addition spectrum ex
pressed5l as 

{3. ((8N)2) = {3. [(N2)- (N)2] = o(N)' 
op, 

where the temperature T is 1/(kB/3). Here, the 
expectation value of operator e is defined as 

(8) = 

Tr[8 · exp{ -{3(1-l- p,N)}]/Tr[exp{ -{3(1-l- p,N)]. 

It should be noted that the equilibrium electron
addition spectrum {3 · ( ( 5 N) 2) corresponds to the 
fluctuation of (N). The adoption of calculation 
for this spectra to small clusters has been re
ported by Ugajin.6, 7) 

7site(~~lJlJlJ~) l1=8.0 kBT = 0.05 

d=l.OO 
r-'r--d=0.75 
r-' r-- d:0.50 

r-' r--' r-' r-- d=0.25 
n--J ,-J r-'' ,--- d=O.OO 

5 
chemical potential 1-L 

Fig.2. The dependence of equilibrium number 
of ~lectrons (N) on the chemical P<;>tential p, for 
d - 0,0.25,b.5,0.75, 1.0. The statrcase drawn 
by the solid line presents (N). To be easy to 
see, (N) + 4d is drawn for each value of d. At 
p, = 0, (N) has the value of 7. 

2.4 Hopping rate between normal sites 
In the next place, we introduce the follow

ing hopping_ rate between normal sites under the 
conditiOn of p,=constant: 

2 M 

h(p,) = L 2: L((c!,,.ck,,.+cl,,.c£,,.)). (1) 
£=1 k=M-1 u 

The calculation of this rate in grand canonical 
distribution is made for the first time in this 
paper. 

§3. Numerical Results and Discussion 
We made the numerical calculation for the ex

act diagonalization for the system of M = 7 
and M = 6 adopting t as the unit of energy. 
We make the energy difference d to the model. 
Namely, we fix E1 E2 to be -d and EM-I.EM to 
+d, respectively. Considering the dependence of 
the equilibrium electron-addition spectrum on 
temperature, we adopt kBT = 1/ {3 = 0.05 in 
this paper. 

3.1 Averaged numbers and its fluctuations 
The averaged numbers of electrons vs. p, are 

shown in Fig.2 for various values of d. As for 
the behavior of d = 0, we obtain the quite sim-
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ple picture: the bonding and antibonding levels 
around J-t rv 0 made i:>y the coupling between 
left and right N sites. This is because these lev
els are separated froin lower ( -U /2) and upper 
( +U /2) Hub bard levels. These structures can 
be explained by the s11_perposition of localized 
states for left N sites, U sites and right N sites. 
If we give the energy difference d to the model, 
we obtain the more complicated behavior by the 
coupling between left and right edges via U-sites. 
In partiCular, we show botli the averaged num
bers and its fluctuation in Fig.3, where d = 0.5 

Here, we find the anomalous structure around 
-2 < J-t < +2. Though it appears at the mid
point between lower ( -U /2) and upper ( +U /2) 
Hubbard levels, the step of the staircase for (N) 
is composed of the difference of one electron. 

This is the quite different character from that 
of a simple one-body picture, where the step of 
(N) is 2 electrons by the degeneracy of spins. 
This remarkable behavior sugKest us that we can 
expect the a!Jpearance of the characteristic mid
band in the thermodynamic limit of site number 
NLR ~ oo both for left and right N sites. This 
mid-band originating from one-body levels both 
of left and right N s1tes yields to the significant 
influence of strong correlations at U sites. 

3. 2 Overall structures 
Figure.4 presents the 3-dimensinal illustration 

of the fluctuation (3 · ((8N) 2) for M=6 (NNU
UNN) at U=8. This figure suggest us that the 
R_()int d=l for J-t=O exhibits the transient feature. 
We expect that the non-local structure connect
ing left and right N-sites becomes local one (left 
group and right group) at this point. 
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Fig.3. The equilibrium number of electrons 
(N) (3 · ((8N)2) and the equilibrium electron
addition spectrum vs. J-t for U=8 and d=0.5. 
The upper staircase drawn by the solid line 
presents ( N) , and the lower dashed line denotes 
(3 · ((15N)2). 

. Fig.4. The fluctuation (3 · ((8N) 2
) for M=6 (NNUUNN) at U=8 is shown by 3-dimensional illustra

twn. 
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Fig.5. The hopping rate between left and right N-sites h(f-L) vs. f-L· Here, we adopt U=12 and d=0.5. 
We can find the broad structure around -1.5 < f-L < + 1.5, which is different from that which can be 
seen in the fluctuation of electron numbers. The detail discussion is made in the text. 

3. 3 Hopping rates 
The hopping rate h(f-L) introduced in 2.3 de

notes the coupling between left and right N-sites 
via U-sites. Figure.5 presents h(f-L) vs. f-L for 
U=12 and d=0.5 in the system of M=6 (NNU
UNN). It should be noted that h(f-L) has dif
ferent features than the fluctuation of electron 
numbers, because it dose not need the change 
of electron numbers: Even for the state at the 
plateau of electron number, it has the strength 
by the coupling. We can find the broad struc
ture around - L5 < f-L < + L5 which has large 
intensity in comparison with those at lower (f-L rv 

-U /2) and upper (f-L rv +U /2) Hub bard levels. 
This (act also supports the appearance of above 
mentioned mid-band, which connects between 
left and right N-sites through U-sites. 

3.4 Conclusive remark 
We would like to point out the following sug

gestion from discussion made in previous sec
tions: the sin!;!;le broad structure appears from 
+U /2 to -Uj_2, which is expected to become 
the mid-band for the thermodynamical limit ex
hibiting guite characteristic features. 

Such tlie mid-band is affected considerably by 
the strong correlations, though it has the rela
tively wide metallic band by the significant cou
pling between left and right N-sites via U-sites. 

The authors are indebted to Professor 
T.Nakayama of Chiba University for stimulat-

ing discussion and helpful suggestions. 
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